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Randomized controlled experimental study of hydrocortisone
and D-cycloserine effects on fear extinction in PTSD
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Fear extinction underlies prolonged exposure, one of the most well-studied treatments for posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD).
There has been increased interest in exploring pharmacological agents to enhance fear extinction learning in humans and their
potential as adjuncts to PE. The objective of such adjuncts is to augment the clinical impact of PE on the durability and magnitude
of symptom reduction. In this study, we examined whether hydrocortisone (HC), a corticosteroid, and D-Cycloserine (DCS), an N-
methyl-D-aspartate receptor partial agonist, enhance fear extinction learning and consolidation in individuals with PTSD. In a
double-blind placebo-controlled 3-group experimental design, 90 individuals with full or subsyndromal PTSD underwent fear
conditioning with stimuli that were paired (CS+) or unpaired (CS−) with shock. Extinction learning occurred 72 h later and
extinction retention was tested one week after extinction. HC 25mg, DCS 50mg or placebo was administered one hour prior to
extinction learning. During extinction learning, the DCS and HC groups showed a reduced differential CS+/CS− skin conductance
response (SCR) compared to placebo (b=−0.19, CI=−0.01 to −37, p= 0.042 and b=−0.25, CI=−08 to −0.43, p= 0.005,
respectively). A nonsignificant trend for a lower differential CS+/CS− SCR in the DCS group, compared to placebo, (b=−0.25, CI=
0.04 to −0.55, p= 0.089) was observed at retention testing, one week later. A single dose of HC and DCS facilitated fear extinction
learning in participants with PTSD symptoms. While clinical implications have yet to be determined, our findings suggest that
glucocorticoids and NMDA agonists hold promise for facilitating extinction learning in PTSD.
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INTRODUCTION
Fear extinction is considered to be a critical component of
prolonged exposure (PE), a well-studied treatment of choice for
many patients with PTSD. In Pavlovian fear conditioning studies,
individuals with PTSD were found to have an exaggerated fear
response in some [1], but not all studies [2–4], impaired inhibition
of conditioned fear [5], and deficits in fear extinction learning and
recall, compared to healthy controls [2, 3, 6–8]. Given the central
role of fear extinction in exposure-based treatments, a deficit in
fear extinction learning and consolidation might explain why a
significant proportion of PTSD patients remain symptomatic after
treatment [9–12].
Cortisol is a primary stress hormone in humans that plays a role in

fear extinction learning and memory consolidation. Cortisol is
normally activated in response to stress and binds to glucocorticoid
receptors resulting in negative feedback of the HPA axis, restraint of
sympathetic nervous system arousal, and the eventual homeostatic
return of the organism to baseline [13].
Pharmacological manipulations of cortisol and mechanisms

related to learning and memory suggest that cortisol may
have promise for enhancing extinction learning in PTSD.
Numerous rodent studies have shown that corticosteroid admin-
istration facilitates fear extinction learning and memory [14–23].

Corticosteroids increase Ca2+ influx through L-type Ca2+ channels
that affect long-term potentiation, a process important for neural
plasticity (reviewed in [24]). Corticosteroids also inhibit glutamate
uptake from the synaptic cleft resulting in prolonged activation of
NMDA receptors that leads to MAPK signal cascades [25]. These
processes are critical for fear extinction learning and memory
formation. Thus, modulating the HPA axis may improve deficits in
fear extinction learning and retention associated with PTSD.
More attention has focused on D-Cycloserine (DCS) as a drug that

potentially may augment fear extinction due to its glutamatergic
action on NMDA receptors [26]. Rodent studies have shown that
DCS enhances fear extinction and reduces fear reinstatement when
given before or soon after extinction training [27–29]. While DCS
was shown to reduce self-reported arousal and amygdala activation
between fear extinction learning and recall in imaging research [30],
it failed to show an effect on psychophysiological measures in
several studies [31, 32]. Because most of these DCS lab studies were
conducted in healthy humans, there may have been floor effects
due to subclinical impairment of fear extinction [31]. To date, there
have been no studies examining DCS on laboratory measures of fear
extinction in humans with PTSD.
This study examines the effects of hydrocortisone (HC), a synthetic

form of cortisol, and DCS on fear extinction in a laboratory,
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differential fear-conditioning procedure in trauma-exposed indivi-
duals with PTSD symptoms. Human translational studies may be
used to test whether candidate drugs act specifically by engaging
mechanisms of fear extinction. The use of standardized stimuli,
controlled laboratory environment and precision provided by
objective physiological measurement confer an efficient approach
for testing drug effects on fear learning mechanisms. The drugs
found to affect extinction mechanisms may then be tested for use as
adjuncts to exposure therapy.
We conducted a multi-day laboratory procedure in which fear

conditioning was separated from extinction by 72 h to avoid
potential interference with consolidation of conditioned learn-
ing. An extinction retention test was scheduled one week after
the fear extinction session. This delay was chosen to provide a
test of durability of extinction over time that would also allow for
greater opportunity for spontaneous recovery, or the return of
fear, and would provide evidence of longer duration of
extinction consolidation. Orr and colleagues have previously
shown that both extinction and conditioning memories were
present one week after extinction [4]. Given evidence for a role of
corticosteroids and DCS on processes involved in fear extinction
and consolidation in rodent studies, we hypothesized that PTSD
participants receiving HC or DCS would have greater fear
extinction learning and retention, compared to those receiving
placebo.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study design
The study design is a double-blind, randomized placebo-controlled
experiment conducted over 4 study visits (Fig. 1) at the San Francisco VA
Health Care System between January, 2009 and December, 2015.
Procedures were approved by the University of California, San Francisco
Institutional Review Board in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki
of 1975.

Randomization
A randomization list was created by the biostatistician prior to study start
and sent to the study physician and pharmacist. Drug conditions were
randomized in a 1:1:1 ratio in blocks of 6, with separate lists for the male
and female strata. Upon completion of Session 1, eligible participants were
randomized to the study drug condition (Hydrocortisone, DCS, or placebo)
by the physician. Study medication was dispensed to participants by a
blinded study coordinator.

Participants
Veterans and civilians were recruited from VA outpatient and community
clinics, and internet advertisement. One-hundred and eleven participants,
ages 18–65, were eligible by meeting full DSM-IV PTSD criteria or
subsyndromal PTSD (i.e., CAPS score > 30 and meeting the A1, A2, B, E,
and F clusters, and either the C or D clusters) for at least 3 months.

Exclusion criteria included schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, alcohol
dependence, drug abuse or dependence, seizure or neurological disorders,
previous moderate or severe head injuries, current infectious illness,
systemic illness affecting CNS function, or other conditions known to affect
psychophysiological responses. Exclusionary medications included alpha
and beta-adrenergics, antipsychotics, benzodiazepines, mood stabilizers,
anticonvulsants, antihypertensives, sympathomimetics, anticholinergics,
and steroids. Participants were alcohol- and drug-free during testing, as
determined from self-report, urine drug screen, and breathalyzer.
A target sample size of 84 (28 per drug condition) was estimated from a

power analysis for the detection of differences between each drug and
placebo in differential skin conductance response (SCR; CS+ vs. CS− trials;
see Procedures below). Estimated power was 0.80 to detect standardized
effects of d= 0.54 with an adjusted p value of 0.025 for each of the drug
conditions, assuming a within-subjects correlation of r= 0.5 across
repeated trials. The actual sample size was N= 90, with r= 0.2, yielding
a minimum detectable effect of d= 0.42 at power= 0.80. One-hundred
and six participants were randomized and 90 participants (N= 31 veterans
and N= 59 civilians) completed all 3 psychophysiology sessions and
were included in the analyses. A CONSORT diagram is presented in the
Supplement.

Measures
Clinical measures. PTSD diagnosis and symptom levels were determined
by interview using the Clinician Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS) [33]. Other
psychiatric and substance use disorders were assessed with the Structured
Clinical Interview for DSM-IV, version 2.0 (SCID I-NP) [34].

Psychophysiological measures. Skin conductance level (SCL) was mea-
sured by a Coulbourn Isolated Skin Conductance coupler (S71–23) using a
constant 0.5 V through 9-mm (sensor diameter) Sensor Medics Ag/AgCl
electrodes that were placed 14mm apart on the hypothenar surface of the
participant’s non-dominant hand [35]. The SCL analog signal was digitized
by a Coulbourn Lablinc Analog to Digital Converter (L25-12). A Microsoft
Windows-based computer system was used for sampling and storing the
digitized SCL signal and controlling stimulus presentations.

Procedures
Following written informed consent, participants underwent a structured
interview for psychiatric and medical history and provided blood and urine
samples to assess exclusionary conditions and use of medications or drugs.
Eligible participants then determined the shock level they found to be
“highly annoying but not painful,” which would serve as the UCS in
subsequent sessions scheduled one week later to avoid the possible
influence of initial shock exposure on fear conditioning.
Session 1 was scheduled during the early follicular phase for cycling

women to control for effects of reproductive hormone levels. All sessions
were scheduled between 1:00 pm to 4:00 pm to minimize potential
circadian effects. Participants were asked to abstain from caffeine,
smoking, and eating for 1 h prior to the session and >1–2 alcohol
beverages or illicit drugs for 72 h prior to participation.
Procedures and participant instructions were identical across sessions

[6, 36]. Electrodes for SCL recording and those for administering the UCS
were attached. The conditioned stimuli (CS+, paired with the UCS; CS−,
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Fig. 1 Timeline of study procedures. Psychophysiological testing occurred over 3 sessions. These included: Session 1: Habituation and fear
conditioning. Session 2: Drug administration and fear extinction learning. Session 2 was scheduled 72 h following fear conditioning. A single
dose of HC 25mg, DCS 50mg or placebo was administered 1 hr prior to extinction learning. Session 3: Extinction retention was tested 1 week
after extinction learning.
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not paired with the UCS) were 2 different colored computer generated
15.2 cm diameter circles, randomly selected for each participant and
presented for 8 s on a 28.5 × 21.5 cm monitor positioned 1m in front of the
participant, with an intertrial interval of 20 ± 5 s. SCL was sampled at 1000
Hz beginning 2 s prior to CS onset and ending 6 s following CS offset. The
UCS was a 500ms electric pulse (0.5 to 5.0 mA) as previously determined
by the participant, generated by a Coulbourn Transcutaneous Aversive
Finger Stimulator (E13-22) via electrodes attached to the second and third
fingers of the participant’s dominant hand. Participants were told that they
“may or may not receive any electrical stimulation” prior to each session.

Session 1:
Habituation and fear conditioning. During Session 1 (Fig. 1) and following
a 5-min baseline recording, participants were presented with 5 of each of
the colored circles (to be CS+ and to be CS−) in the absence of the shock
(UCS), constituting the habituation phase. This was followed by the fear
conditioning phase, in which each presentation of the CS+ was followed
by a 500ms shock and the CS– was not. The CS+ and CS− were each
presented 5 times. The CS+ and CS− stimuli in all phases of the
experiment were presented in random order with no more than 2
consecutive presentations of the same stimulus type. After each session,
participants were asked whether they could predict when the shock would
occur and to identify the color of the CS+ to assess their contingency
awareness.

Session 2:
Drug administration and fear extinction. The fear extinction phase was
scheduled 72 h after fear conditioning, with study drug (HC 25mg, DCS 50mg,
or placebo) administered 1 h prior to the fear extinction phase. The 25mg HC
dose was selected based on findings that 20–25mg of HC was effective for
facilitating memory, but that higher doses (i.e., 40mg) were not [37, 38]. The
50mg DCS dose was selected since it was the most commonly used dose in
prior clinical trials and previously determined to be effective in enhancing
extinction learning [39–41]. There was no difference found between studies
using 50mg and higher doses as shown in a secondary analyses of data from
21 clinical trials [39]. Drug and lactose placebo identically encapsulated pills
were administered by a research coordinator who was blind to condition. The
extinction learning phase followed identical instructions, set up procedures,
and baseline recording as in the previous session, except that participants were
presented with 10 non-reinforced presentations each of the CS+ and CS−.

Session 3:
Extinction retention. The extinction retention phase, conducted 1 week
after extinction learning, consisted of 4 non-reinforced presentations each
of the CS+ and CS−, following the same instructions and baseline
recording. Upon completion, participants were debriefed, thanked, and
reimbursed.

Psychophysiological response scores
The SCR score for each CS interval was obtained by subtracting the mean
SCL for the 2 s preceding CS onset from the peak during the 8 s CS interval
[6, 36]. The UCR was obtained by subtracting the average SCL within 6–8 s
following CS onset, from the maximum increase in SC level during the
0.5–6.5 s interval following CS offset (corresponding to the onset of the
0.5 s US). The SCR scores were signed-square-root transformed to
normalize the skewed distribution. Z scores were then computed using
within-participant means and standard deviations of normalized SCR
scores across all conditions.

Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were conducted using linear mixed-effects modeling in
Stata 16 [42]. Separate analyses were conducted for each phase, viz., fear
conditioning, extinction learning, and extinction retention. The dependent
measure used in all analyses was the SCR z score. Twenty-three outlier trials
(0.4%), defined as z scores greater than 4 standard deviations from the
mean, were winsorized (i.e., replaced with +/− 4). Following visual
inspection of the standardized responses 4 standard deviations was
chosen so as to balance the minimization of data loss with the prevention
of extreme outliers’ undue influence on results. Each model included
random intercepts for subjects and fixed effects for group (Placebo, HCS,
DCS), stimulus type (CS−, CS+), and trials (5, habituation; 5, conditioning;
10, extinction learning; 4, extinction retention), and their interactions. Trials
was modeled in 3 ways, as a continuous fixed effect, as a continuous
random effect (i.e., with subject-specific slopes), and as a fixed categorical

variable. The best fitting model was selected on the basis of likelihood
tests or AIC fit criteria before conducting any statistical inferences.
We report contrast results comparing differential SCRs (CS+ minus CS−)
for HCS vs. Placebo and DCS vs. Placebo.

RESULTS
Sample characteristics
Means, standard deviations, and results of ANOVA and Chi-Squared
comparisons between groups for demographics and clinical
characteristics are presented in Table 1. There were no significant
differences between groups for age, sex, education, ethnicity/race,
PTSD symptom severity, or use of psychiatric medications. Most
participants (68/90) correctly identified the color that was paired
with the shock, indicating explicit awareness of the CS-UCS
contingency; there were no group differences.

Baseline skin conductance and shock levels
As presented in Table 1, mean shock level, mean pre-stimulus SCL
during habituation, and mean SC orienting response during the
habituation phase did not differ between groups (ps > 0.60), nor
were they associated with differential fear conditioning (ps > 0.48).
Thus, differences between groups during extinction learning and
retention are not likely to be attributable to differences in shock
level selected, resting SCL, or SC orienting response magnitude.

Habituation and fear conditioning. Habituation and Conditioning
phases were analyzed using a Group (Placebo, HCS, DCS) × Trials
(5) × CS Type (CS+, CS−) random intercept mixed model with SCR
z score as the dependent variable. Although we did not expect
group differences during habituation or conditioning, or CS type
differences during habituation, we tested these effects to confirm
that there were no differences. The first CS+ and CS− trials of
conditioning were dropped from analyses, because the UCS
presentation occurs at the offset of CS+, so no conditioning can
be observed until the second trial.
For habituation, there were no significant Group or CS Type

effects, nor any significant interactions involving these factors (all
p’s > 0.44). There was a significant main effect of Trials (b=−0.12,
CI=−0.16, −0.08, p < 0.001), such that SCR to both CS+ and CS−
significantly decreased over trials, indicating successful habitua-
tion to the CS stimuli.
During fear conditioning, there were no significant group

differences for the differential SCR to CS+ vs. CS− trials (p= 0.53),
no significant Group × Trials interaction (p= 0.36), and no Group ×
Trials × CS Type interaction (p= 0.12). There was a significant
effect of CS+ vs. CS− (b= 0.68, CI= 0.52, 0.84, p < 0.001),
indicating successful acquisition of fear responding.

Extinction learning effects. Extinction trials were analyzed using a
random intercept mixed model similar to that for Habituation and
Fear Conditioning, except that both linear and quadratic terms
were included as random effects to model the nonlinear relation-
ship of response over trials shown in Fig. 2. Extinction learning was
evidenced by a CS Type × Trials interaction (χ2(1)= 4.75, p=
0.029). There was a Group × CS Type interaction (χ2(2)= 8.36, p=
0.015), which was attributable to smaller differences between
SCRs to the CS+ and CS− in the 2 drug groups, compared to
placebo (0.33 for Placebo vs. 0.15 for DCS (χ2(1)= 4.15, p= 0.042),
and 0.08 for HC (χ2(1)= 7.82, p= 0.005). Group differences in
extinction learning, averaged over early trials (trials1–5) and late
trials (6–10), are shown in Fig. 3.

Extinction retention effects. Extinction retention was measured by
the differential SCR (CS+ vs. CS−) over the 4 trials of the extinction
retention phase, and analyzed using a Group × CS Type × Trials
mixed model with random intercepts. While no main effects or
interactions reached statistical significance, extinction learning
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trials during habituation, fear conditioning, extinction learning, and extinction retention. Data was converted to z scores to correct for
variability in each participant’s range of responses.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for sample.

D-Cycloserine (n= 29) Hydrocortisone (n= 31) Placebo (n= 30) F or χ2

Mean (SD) Range or N (%)

Age 40.1 (13.7) 20–61 34.3 (11.8) 18–63 39.8 (11.7) 22–64 2.08

Female, N (%) 17 (58.6) 19 (61.3) 14 (46.7) 1.48

Race, N (%) 4.69

White 18 (62.1) 20 (64.5) 22 (73.3)

Black 5 (17.2) 3 (9.7) 5 (16.7)

Asian 4 (13.8) 3 (9.7) 1 (3.3)

Multiracial 2 (6.9) 5 (16.1) 2 (6.7)

Hispanic or Latino Ethnicity 3 (10.3) 6 (19.4) 6 (20.0)

Completed College, N (%) 16 (55.2) 13 (41.9) 10 (33.3) 2.90

Psychiatric Medications, N (%) 4 (13.8) 4 (12.9) 2 (6.7) 1.24

CAPS Score 58.1 (13.8) 32–80 53.93 (16.7) 30–100 60.0 (15.2) 34–90 1.26

UCS Level (0.5–5.0 mA) 2.46 (1.96) 2.54 (1.65) 2.89 (1.78) 0.49

Contingency Awareness 23 (79.3) 24 (77.4) 21 (70.0) 0.78

Habituation SCL (μS) 2.85 (4.18) 3.40 (2.77) 3.90 (3.32) 0.41

OR (μS) 0.31 (0.74) 0.25 (0.59) 0.20 (0.39) 0.17

CAPS Clinical Administered PTSD Scale, UCS level unconditioned stimulus level: the highest level of stimulation that participants self-selected to be “highly
annoying but not painful”; Contingency Awareness: participants were asked whether they could predict when the shock would occur and to identify the color
of the CS+; Habituation SCL: the average SCL for the 2-s pre-stimulus period across all CS+ trials during the Habituation phase; OR orienting response: SC
response average to first presentation of the CS+ and CS− during the habituation phase.
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appeared to be retained for the DCS group (X2 (1)= 2.89,
p= .089) but not the HC group (X2 (1)= 0.02, p= .883) during
the extinction retention phase. A post-hoc analysis comparing the
last 5 trials of extinction learning to the 4 extinction retention trials
demonstrated a greater differential response for HC at the
retention phase compared to the extinction learning phase (X2

(1)= 3.88, p= 0.049) but not for DCS (X2 (1)= 0.37, p= 0.541) or
Placebo (X2 (1)= 0.21, p= 0.648). The test for interaction between
group (DCS, HCS, Placebo) and phase (extinction learning vs.
extinction retention) was not significant (X2 (2)= 4.16, p= 0.125).

DISCUSSION
Our findings show that a single dose of HC or DCS facilitated fear
extinction learning in trauma-exposed individuals with PTSD
symptoms. Participants in both drug treatment arms showed
evidence of enhanced fear extinction learning, compared to
placebo. The pattern of results also shows a non-significant trend
for greater extinction retention in the DCS but not HC group.
Although the results for consolidation of extinction were not

supported by a statistically significant effect, findings support
our hypotheses and data from prior studies showing that HPA
axis- and NMDA activity enhance fear extinction learning,
extending the current literature by showing that both DCS and
HC modulate processes of fear extinction learning in patients
with PTSD symptoms.
To our knowledge this is the first published study of DCS

applied to a laboratory fear conditioning paradigm in a clinical
PTSD population. Prior research has shown that individuals with
PTSD have impaired extinction learning and retention [2, 6, 8]. As
suggested by Davis, DCS may be less effective when glutamater-
gic receptors are already saturated [31, 43–45]. Our findings
support the possibility that DCS may have a greater opportunity to
show an effect in those with PTSD and potentially greater
impairments in fear extinction.
Clinical care could be highly impacted if laboratory findings

such as these lead to treatment innovation. Ideally, co-
administration of a drug with exposure therapy, could facilitate
extinction learning that is critical for effective treatment. In a
randomized placebo-controlled pilot study, HC given 20min prior

to exposure therapy sessions was associated with a greater
reduction in PTSD symptoms [46]. However, this finding was
confounded by greater drop-out in the placebo group. A trial of
the glucocorticoid dexamethasone paired with virtual reality
exposure therapy for PTSD did not show evidence of the
drug enhancing exposure treatment and was associated with
greater drop out compared to placebo, possibly explained by
increased reexperiencing symptoms [47]. In both studies, drug
effects on fear extinction mechanisms could not be disentangled
from effects on treatment engagement and retention.
Our HC findings for extinction learning are consistent with

previous studies that found that cortisol administration enhanced
fear extinction learning and retention in rodents [14–23] and
healthy humans [48, 49]. HC also reduced PTSD symptoms in a
study of traumatic memory reactivation [50]. The effects of HC on
fear extinction learning and retention were previously shown to
be mediated by the amygdala–hippocampus–vmPFC network
[18], and can occur via potentiation of glutamatergic NMDA
receptors [17, 51]. HC may also affect memory consolidation and
retrieval processes through interactions with central noradrener-
gic systems [14, 52–54]. The effects of HC may be particularly
important for individuals with PTSD; prior research has shown
PTSD patients to have distinct HPA axis alterations, including
increased CRH levels [55, 56] and increased glucocorticoid
sensitivity that results in greater negative feedback of the HPA
axis [57]. In the HC trial described above [46], greater responses to
HC were seen in participants with higher lifetime PTSD symptoms
and greater glucocorticoid sensitivity prior to treatment, suggest-
ing that symptom severity, glucocorticoid receptor sensitivity, and
the modulating chaperone protein FKBP5 may account for
differences in response to glucocorticoids [58]. Although not
measured in this study, future research should consider that
individual differences in glucocorticoid signaling in PTSD may
affect the potential benefit obtained from HC [59, 60].
While consistent with rodent studies demonstrating that DCS

enhanced fear extinction [27–29], our results for DCS contrast with
findings from several human laboratory studies of healthy
participants that failed to show a benefit of DCS [31, 32, 44]. The
different timing of DCS administration across studies may have
impacted their results. Earlier human studies tended to initiate
extinction learning on the same day as drug administration, soon
after the acquisition of conditioned fear (e.g., [31, 32]). Because of
the lack of separation between fear conditioning and extinction, it is
possible that DCS acted to consolidate fear acquisition rather than
improve extinction learning. Methodological differences in para-
digms such as use of startle vs. shock as the UCS may also explain
some differences.
While the present laboratory study focused on within-session

extinction learning and retention 1 week later, psychotherapy
treatment requires that extinction effects carry over between
weekly sessions that are typically spread out over 8–12 weeks.
While our results suggest possible differences in the persistence
of DCS effects on extinction, compared to HC, the analysis
comparing the three drug conditions was not significant.
A possible explanation for the lack of significant drug effect

on extinction retention may be that our sample size is too small
to detect a significant between-group effect. In addition, the
extended time delay between end of extinction learning and the
extinction retention test could have led to increased sponta-
neous recovery across all groups, thus masking any significant
impact of drug treatment on the enhancement of extinction
memory consolidation. Another possibility is that our primary
outcome measure, SCR, might not be sufficiently sensitive to
detect drug effects during the extinction retention phase. It is
possible that DCS and/or HC might have impacted the neural
correlates of fear extinction at the circuit level. In support of this,
a recent fMRI study examining the effect of THC on fear
extinction revealed a significant effect on the neural correlates
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of fear extinction retention 1 week after THC treatment without
any significant impact of THC on SCR [61]. Future neuroimaging
studies would be useful to assess the efficacy of HC and DCS to
enhance the neural circuits of laboratory-based fear extinction
in humans with PTSD.
While clinical trials of DCS in PTSD patients have also been

mixed [62–67], a meta-analyses concluded that DCS had a small
effect on improving symptoms following exposure treatment
compared to placebo in patients with anxiety, obsessive-
compulsive disorder and PTSD [68]. In the largest clinical trial of
PTSD patients to date, DCS resulted in a greater reduction of
cortisol and startle reactivity to virtual reality scenes, compared to
alprazolam or placebo, but had no effect on PTSD symptom
ratings [66]. It may be that physiological measures are more
sensitive to the modest drug effects on specific biomarkers, which
may not extend to changes in subjective PTSD symptoms. Small
drug effects may have been overshadowed by variance associated
with other potent features of PTSD not associated with fear
conditioning such as guilt and shame, as well as therapist effects,
treatment adherence, patient readiness, engagement, and the
changes in cognitive appraisal and world view that can impact
psychotherapy efficacy.
There are several limitations of our study to consider. We did

not obtain measures of glucocorticoid receptor sensitivity or the
modulating chaperone protein FKBP5. FKBP5 was previously
found to be associated with impaired fear extinction and
hyperarousal symptoms in humans [69]. An important next step
will be to further interrogate the clinical relevance of these
findings and determine who may be helped by adjunctive
drug treatment and how it works. These questions may be
examined with the addition of blood biomarker measures (e.g.,
FKBP5, glucorticoid receptor sensivity), and laboratory-based
assessments of physiological functioning in clinical trials. The
advent of novel drugs that can more clearly target specific
aspects of glucocorticoid signaling will be an important future
direction of research to better determine mechanisms of action
of these drugs.
Despite the aforementioned limitations, our findings point

to a biological signal of an effect of HC and DCS on fear
extinction learning in PTSD as measured in the laboratory. Since
individuals with PTSD were previously shown to have fear
extinction deficits, HC and DCS could be particularly helpful in
treating PTSD. While our findings provide initial evidence
that adjunctive drugs augment extinction learning in a clinical
PTSD sample, therapeutic efficacy of these drugs has yet to be
determined.
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